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GREATER BIRMINGHAM AND SOLIHULL LEP 
                    BOARD MEETING 

 
2 December 2021  

 
GBSLEP Delivery Plan 2021/22 – Q2 Report  

 

Recommendations 

Board Directors are asked to: 

1. Note and comment on performance against the 2021/22 Delivery Plan for the first 6 months of the 
financial year, up to the end of September 2021.   

Background 

2. The GBSLEP 2021/22 Delivery Plan sets out programme, project, and investment activity across 
all funding streams. The plan was developed in Q3 2020/21 and endorsed by the LEP Board in 
March 2021. 

3. The Board’s regular progress report, providing a headline summary of performance against the 
main areas of the delivery plan, is captured appendix A of this report. 

4. If circumstances change materially, the Board can decide that changes to the Delivery Plan are 
justified. This happened in September 2021, when the Board agreed to redirect a modest 10% of 
the SEP Enabling Fund to respond to the latest needs and requirements of the local economy. The 
allocation of the redirected funds between sector areas was agreed at the subsequent Board 
meeting in November 2021.  

Performance update  
5. The Board received a Delivery Plan performance update in September, and performance reports 

on capital programmes and the Growth Hub were brought to the November meeting. This report 
will not duplicate the information provided in those earlier Board reports.  
 

6. Overall performance against the delivery plan is largely on track. Where there are concerns, the 
executive implements mitigation actions, as set out in paragraphs 23 to 24.  

7. As shown in appendix A, of the 15 performance targets from the Delivery Plan, 33%% (five areas) 
are rated amber for the Q2 period, and 20% (3) are rated amber for the lifetime of the activity. There 
are no reds. 

Achievements in Quarter 2 

8. As previously reported, GBSLEP secured significant additional funds from ESF (£2.2m) and the 
apprenticeship levy transfer (£650k) to expand the Skills and Apprenticeship Hub activity until 
December 2023. A new Skills Hub Manager and ESF Project Manager have now been appointed 
to drive delivery, and an Enterprise Zone Skills Coordinator Post has been advertised to coordinate 
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skills delivery across the Enterprise Zone area in particular. A more detailed report on our skills 
performance is presented at agenda item 6 on this agenda.  

9. The GBSLEP £577,801 No-Code project proposal has received confirmation of £447,575 
Community Renewal Grant.  No-Code is a way of making the development of tech-based 
applications/ideas easier and cheaper to create and bring to market by removing the need for 
coding. The No-Code project will provide training and bootcamps, offer specialist support to rapid-
build apps and support businesses to drive next generation services. The project targets 16-19yr 
olds in FE, Adults in WM, FE Educators and WM businesses. GBSLEP is the project lead and key 
project partners are Million Labs, BMet and Walsall and Dudley Colleges. The delivery timescale 
for the project is a challenging six months and will need to fit into the academic year. 

10. The Region’s SuperTech sector raised its national profile during TechWeek in October. Our BPFS 
lead Hilary Smyth-Alen was part of the national Fintech conference in Glasgow and the West 
Midlands Fintech cluster was specifically referenced in an article in the Financial Times.  

11. GBSLEP developed and co-funded (£100K) Creative Business response & Resilience Programme.  
12. GBSLEP seed funded (£45K) a regional data portal for the creative sector which is now well into 

development. This will use machine learning to give sector intermediaries high caliber and timely 
information that will improve sector support and business growth. Partners include Create Central 
and Creative England. 

13. The funding call for the £240k Low Carbon and Circular Economy Grant Fund was successfully 
launched by Cllr Ian Courts in September. The call was oversubscribed and received 14 proposals 
at a total value of over £380k. Up to nine proposals for grants across the themes of low carbon, 
decarbonising food production, and sustainable packaging will be moved forward to due diligence 
for funding..   

14. The £2.4m Growing Places funding call launched in September and as reported to the Board in 
November, received 18 submissions requesting grant support which totalled nearly twice the 
available funding. A final prioritisation of the projects to be asked to submit full business cases for 
this funding is underway but it is expected that the funding will be able to support at least 9 projects 
with a pipeline of others should more funds become available.  

15. As reported at September Board, our Life Sciences sector lead responded to an enquiry from the 
Vaccine Taskforce (VTF) legacy group. GBSLEP and partners quickly formulated a response 
answering questions around capacity in the region. The VTF then bid for funds through the 
Comprehensive Spending Review for more infrastructure for the Midlands. Sadly, none of the VTF 
legacy bids were successful, but the steering group hopes to use the information it collated to 
inform other policy making decisions in the future.  

16. The official launch of the West Midlands Health Technologies Cluster was held. The GBSLEP 
Director of Economic Strategy spoke and the Life Sciences sector lead was on the Q&A panel.  

17. The official launch of the Life Sciences High Potential Opportunity (HPO) for GBS was held twice 
to account for the different time zones of the DIT offices overseas. Whilst the HPO has been led 
by WMGC, the LEP has been an integral contributor to its development. 

18. GBSLEP work with University of Birmingham and the Growth Company to look at how the West 
Midlands can attract a regulator for the sector to the area. The sector is heavily regulated and with 
EU Exit there is a paucity of information on what will happen after 2023. The project aims to 
ultimately support businesses within the MedTech devices arena.  

19. The GBSLEP Clean Growth Programme (CGP) will be launched at the Annual Conference on 24 
November and will be delivered by the GBSLEP Growth Hub. The CGP Phase One will use 
£1,000,000 of Growing Places Fund revenue grant and £200,000 SEP Enabling Fund towards a 
total revenue project cost of £1,456,600 which includes match from other sources. The CGP will 
offer two strands of support:  i) decarbonisation plans to help businesses understand the 
interventions they can make to reduce energy costs and carbon emissions from their premises; 
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and ii) consultancy support to businesses to help them pivot their business models or product lines 
to leverage the potential growth opportunities from alignment with Net Zero.  

20. The Place team continue to support local authority partners in delivery of Future High Street Fund 
and Town Deal programmes as well as supporting the development of a further Levelling Up Fund 
bid for Northfield in round 2. The team is also supporting further development of plans in Sutton 
Coldfield, where funding was provided for a town centre masterplan, and in Erdington via 
discussions with the WMCA on potential funding opportunities to support delivery of projects.  

21. Cultural Action Zone projects, using £247,550 of GBSLEP funds, are now well underway. They’re 
focused on Covid recovery, placemaking, community opportunity (including young people) and 
increasing footfall, with all now planning how best to ensure that their business, cultural and citizen 
benefits are sustainable for an effective legacy. 

22. The GBSLEP Growth Hub continues to be at the forefront of providing business support services 
in relation to Access to Finance. GBSLEP and the Growth Hub act as an ‘Enabler’ and bring 
together existing partners and organisations within the area to support and guide activity and 
resources to meet shared priorities. The new Access to Finance Dashboard, showing live Access 
to Finance enquiries cumulatively, is attached in Appendix B.  

Issues and mitigating actions 

23. Staff changes in the team will impact delivery. The extension of staff contracts and the 
consideration and implementation of other measures to retain existing staff is a priority to mitigate 
against the risk of others leaving in light of ongoing uncertainty around the future of LEPs. The 
departure of the Head of Business and Innovation and the Food and Drink sector lead, and the 
likely departure of the Head of Place will leave gaps in capacity. Whilst we await the outcome of 
the LEP Review, we will seek to cover those gaps with existing staff. 
 

24. Funding for our skills programme has significantly increased and with it, the commitment to 
deliver additional outputs and outcomes. This, combined with some staffing issues in the Skills 
Hub, has raised a potential concern over delivery capacity. To mitigate this concern, an 
experienced consultant has been brought into the team, and two new experienced Skills Hub 
officers have started to help build and retain the skills capacity required. The Executive are 
working closely with the Chair of the Employment and Skills Board to create and maintain full 
understanding of performance and issues as they emerge. 

Conclusion 
25. Whilst there is good progress against many aspects of the 2021/22 delivery plan, the Executive is 

actively monitoring and manage current and emerging issues to ensure performance remains 
strong and resources are deployed for maximum impact.  

26. A further report on performance and progress will be compiled and submitted to the Board in March 
2022, showing the latest position for quarter three 2021/22.  

 
Report by: Henriette Breukelaar, Director of Economic Strategy 
Contact:  Henriette.Breukelaar@gbslep.co.uk   

Tel: 07530466605 
Date Created:  November 2021 

Appendices 
A. Delivery Plan 2021/22 – Progress Report Table 
B Access to Finance Dashboard 
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Appendix A - Delivery Plan 2021/22  Progress Report Table 

SEP Enabling Fund – Q2 progress to period 6 (end of September)  

Theme Lifetime 
Rating 

Period 
Rating 

Key Achievement in Period Issues and Mitigating Actions Spend vs 
Budget 

Business 
Support 

green amber Access to Finance Dashboard Report 
created. 
Implementation of the Inclusive Business 
Support action plan underway. 

As the Head of Business and Innovation leaves in 
December, tasks are redistributed in the team. 
 

10% spent 
100% 
forecast 

Innovation green green Innovation Pathways project underway with 
Innovation Business Support Champion 
(Simon Spink) appointed between 
Innovation Alliance West Midlands and 
GBSLEP Growth Hub to map support, 
establish pathways and act particularly as 
focus for Innovate UK grants and support.  
Confirmed sponsorship of Venturefest 2022 

As the Head of Business and Innovation leaves in 
December, tasks are redistributed in the team. 
 

100% 
forecast 
 

Skills amber amber £2.2m ESF secured until Dec ’23. 
£650k BCC Apprenticeship levy transferred 
467 business assisted with skills support 
through the Hub (cumulative) (105 business 
referrals for Kickstart; 61 vacancies filled) 
38 businesses referred for apprenticeship 
starts (approx. 60 roles; 23 apprenticeship 
vacancies filled). 

Capacity has been an issue in the skills team. Several 
Skills position have been advertised, additional 
consultancy support was brought in and a new Skills Hub 
manager and ESF project officer started in November.  
 

10% spent 
100% 
forecast 

Place-Making Amber Amber 
 

Cultural Action Zone projects in delivery. 
Most will complete by March 22, with some 
extending a further six months. TLC 
Framework approved and planning 
underway for a launch as well as delivery. of 
workshops and other actions identified in 
the Framework. 

The Whole Place Zone is delayed but progress is made, 
and a review is underway for two projects, focussing on 
Green Jobs and Community Economic Development 
Plans. Local Business Data is being to shape targeted 
interventions from with the Growth Hub and Skills Hub, 
alongside digital/social media skills training for 
businesses. A further review of progress and budget will 
be made in December. 

13% spent 
100% 
forecast 
 
Including 
Culture 
40% spent 
of forecast 
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Theme Lifetime 
Rating 

Period 
Rating 

Key Achievement in Period Issues and Mitigating Actions Spend vs 
Budget 

BPFS / Modern 
Services  

green green No-Code Community Renewal Bid has been 
approved by MHCLG. 
FinTech competition launched. 

Timescale for the No-Code bid is challenging. Detailed 
delivery discussions in the team are underway. 

20% spent 
100% 
forecast 

Life Science / 
Health Tech  

green green Health Tech Cluster Launched.  
Response to Vaccine Taskforce.  
Launch of the High Potential Opportunity 
Research into the issue for space  

The sector space audit is now combined with the 
workplace study in Place-making. This frees up funds to 
be deployed elsewhere.  

19% spent 
100% 
forecast 

Creative  green green Creative Business Response & Resilience 
programme (£100K) nearing completion of 
phase One. Data Portal (£45K) in 
development phase. All on track.   
Production Services Pilot (£65K) has agreed 
deferred start of April 22. Low Carbon 
Consultancy call going live Nov21. 

Create Central requested to delay the Production 
Services pilot to Apr22 to align with other projects and 
match-funding from British Film Institute.  
 
Low Carbon Consultancy delayed slightly to raise interest 
by aligning with GBSLEP’s AGM. 

 
36% spent 
100% 
forecast 

Adv Mfr and– 
Food and Drink  

green amber New members recruited to Food and Drink 
Manufacturing Forum. New website created 
for the Forum  
Low Carbon and Circular Economy Fund 
generated several Food related proposals. 

Sector lead left in October. Work is currently considered 
for redistribution to other team members. 
 
 

57% 
spent. 
100% 
Forecast 

Low Carbon and 
Energy  

green green Low Carbon Grant Funds 2021/22 launched 
and on track for grants to be awarded by 
Q4.  
Clean Growth Programme FBC signed off, 
project to be launched on 24th November.  
Zellar project has begun onboarding 
businesses into the pilot 

ESCO-in-a-box development has been delayed until after 
the launch of the Clean Growth Programme. 
Incorporation into the Clean Growth Programme will help 
establish a pipeline for the ESCO in a box.  

9% spent  
100% 
Forecast  
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Other Funding Streams – NB: these show figures for Q1 (end of June) only 

Theme Lifetime 
Rating 

Period 
Rating 

Key Achievement in Period Issues and Mitigating Actions Spend vs 
Budget 

Local Growth 
Fund incl.  DfT 
Returned Funds 

green green DfT remaining spend of £3.58m against 
agreed carry over of £3.6m delivered   by 
30/06/2021. 

£0.33m grant is left to be claimed for the 
Junction Works project This is anticipated to be 
achieved in quarter three.  

£207.9m financially 
complete  

BEIS Peer 
Networks 

green green GBSLEP Growth Hub peer networks 
programme was the first of the 38 to fill all 
places and programme all cohorts. 

1,050 businesses received ‘light-touch’ support , 
610 received medium intensity support and 138 
received high intensity support. 115 people 
support to start a business.  

£270,000 budget 
 
On track 
 

Birmingham 
Enterprise Zone 

amber amber EZ Project pipeline and investment plan 
progressed.  Paradise Phase Two on 
schedule, Phase Three development 
underway. 

Southside Public Realm Contractor in 
administration. New Contractor being appointed 
and  delay to completion date. Temporary 
solution in place for CWG22.  Commercial 
Market review behind schedule, due end of 
November.   Covid19 impact on commercial 
market likely to extend to Q3.  Draft EZ Net Zero 
Strategy due early December. 

Income continues 
to be behind 
forecast.  Spend on 
target. 

Growing Places 
Fund 

green green Open House, REP (grant), Creative Content 
Hub (grant) and Junction Works (loan) 
supported this year.  
Use of repayable grants to be considered by 
PDB and Board in Q4. 

No reported issues with the 3 projects in 
delivery in the programme. 
 

£0.07m grant paid 
to 30 September 
2021 
 
  

Growing Places 
Fund (£3m) 

Green  Green Funding Call launched in September 2021 
(Supporting Young People and Clean 
Growth) 

The closing date for applications was 18 October 
2021 

£3.0m grant 
available in total. 
 

Getting Building 
Fund 

green green PHTA enabling works completed on site.  
Works on site progress as forecast on 
University Station in the build up to the 

All GBF grant for University Station claimed. 
Only Precision Health Technology Accelerator 
(PHTA) left to claim in 21/22. 

£0.97m claimed Q2 
Cumulative £9.63m 
(with freedom and 
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Theme Lifetime 
Rating 

Period 
Rating 

Key Achievement in Period Issues and Mitigating Actions Spend vs 
Budget 

planned rail and footbridge lifts in 
September. 

Both projects closely monitored as reporting 
minor slippages which have delayed practical 
completion, but not grant drawdown.  

flexibilities) drawn 
down of £14.83m. 

 

Legend: 

Green:  On track to deliver agreed outputs to budget and to timescale within a 10% margin 

Amber:  Off track by 10% - 30% to deliver agreed outputs to budget and to timescale 

Red:  Off track by 30%+ to deliver agreed outputs to budget and to timescale 



GBSLEP Access to Finance 
Dashboard 

April-November 2021

Item 7 - Appendix B



Access to Finance Support 
Total Time Spent (Hrs)

156

No of Unique Companies 
Supported

57



Access to Finance Funding Requested 
Value

£13,950,000

No of Unique Companies 
Supported

22



Access to Finance Funding Secured 
Value

£856,000

No of Unique Companies 
Supported

6
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